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How many of you
have some background with

failover 

clustering



How many of you

DO NOT







complex





I can’t blame them







I have to be intimidated



I have to be intimidated

I actually know a



understanding the complex 

is to start with what we

the SECRET to understanding



is HIGH AVAILABILITY



the of high 
availability is to keep 
applications, systems,  
and services 

“
“



ONE

key takeaway in 
this session



Failover Clustering 
is 





service



service

service



service

service

service



Public

Shared Storage

how it works



a group of computers and storage 
devices that work together and that 
you can access as a single system 



a group of computers and storage 
devices that work together and that 
you can access as a single system 



a group of computers and storage 
devices that work together and that 
you can access as a single system 



a group of computers and storage 
devices that work together and that 
you can access as a single system 





a server that is a member 
of a cluster



a hardware, service or an 
entity that is hosted on a 
cluster

basic building block in a cluster



physical resource



storage



http://www.flickr.com/photos/peterajohnston/709441949/sizes/o/in/photostream/



server nodes



virtual resource



virtual resourcevirtual server name

virtual IP address

virtual computer object



a combination of resources 
that are managed as a UNIT



http://www.flickr.com/photos/alainbachellier/53004367/sizes/l/in/photostream/







moving a clustered 
resource from one node to 
another



reliance of a resource on 
another resource 



*the minimum number of 
members of a deliberative 
assembly necessary to 
conduct the business of 
that group



“majority vote wins”





















Creating a Windows 
Failover Cluster





SQL Server 2012 Failover 
Cluster Initial Installation



CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3

1





Is it highly 
available



SQL Server 2012
Failover Cluster Add Node
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CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3
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CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3



CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3
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CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3



CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3
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CLUSTERNODE1 CLUSTERNODE2 CLUSTERNODE3





more thing…







Next Steps



Q & AQuestions
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Coming up…

#SQLBITS

Speaker Title Room

Jan Pieter Posthuma ETL with Hadoop and MapReduce Theatre

Phil Quinn XML: The Marmite of SQL Server Exhibition B

Laerte Junior The Posh DBA: Troubleshooting SQL Server with PowerShell Suite 3

James Skipwith Table-Based Database Object Factories Suite 1

Neil Hambly SQL Server 2012 Memory Management Suite 2

Matija Lah SQL Server 2012 Statistical Semantic Search Suite 4


